Pivoting with the load. An alternative for protecting the back in asymmetrical lifting.
The purpose of this study was to examine different lifting conditions with combined flexion and twisting of the trunk relative to the pelvis (full twist and half-twist techniques) and to compare them to a situation using feet pivoting with minimization of trunk motions relative to the pelvis. Nine subjects with limited experience were tested with two force platforms and two 16-mm cameras coupled with two mirrors; dynamic three-dimensional multisegment models were constructed and the net muscular moments as well as the angular velocities of the trunk relative to pelvis were determined about the three orthogonal orthopaedic axes of the trunk at L5-S1 in flexion-extension, lateral bending, and twisting. The results showed that pivoting required larger extension moments but considerably smaller twisting moments and that these moments were exerted from a safer trunk posture. Pivoting appears to be a good compromise to avoid or minimize complex trunk postures and loadings.